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Abstract. The appearance of delta isobars in beta-stable matter is regulated by the be-
haviour of the symmetry energy at densities larger than saturation density. We show that
by taking into account recent constraints on the density derivative of the symmetry energy
and the theoretical and experimental results on the excitations of delta isobars in nuclei,
delta isobars are necessary ingredients for the equations of state used for studying neutron
stars. We analyze the effect of the appearance of deltas on the structure of neutron stars:
as in the case of hyperons, matter containing delta is too soft for allowing the existence
of 2M neutron stars. Quark stars on the other hand, could reach very massive configu-
rations and they could form from a process of conversion of hadronic stars in which an
initial seed of strangeness appears through hyperons.
1 Introduction
Understanding the properties of strongly interacting matter at densities of a few times saturation den-
sity, which are likely to be reached in the core of neutron stars, is one of the most interesting and
challenging problem in nuclear and hadron physics. The difficulties arise basically because of the
impossibility to solve QCD at those densities neither by perturbative approaches nor by lattice tech-
niques. Many alternative strategies are available in the literature: microscopic calculations based on
nucleon-nucleon interactions [1], phenomenological relativistic mean field models whose parameters
are tuned at nuclear matter saturation [2] and more recently quantum Monte Carlo simulations and
chiral effective field theories [3–5]. The matter inside a neutron star, besides being compressed to large
densities by gravity, is also very neutron reach due to beta-equilibrium. This gives the opportunity to
study at the same time both the isospin dependence of the equation of state (referring in particular to
the symmetry energy) and its composition at large densities (referring to the possible appearance of
baryons heavier than the nucleon).
None of the above mentioned calculation techniques has a real predictive power for what concerns
the properties of stellar matter: only observations and measurements can finally put strong constraints
on the equation of state. In the last years, due to the remarkable improvements of pulsar timing
techniques, it has been discovered that the "canonical” value of the mass, 1.4M, is far below the
maximum mass which must be of at least 2M [6, 7] (with an error of only a few percent). This con-
straint alone allows to rule out some of the proposed equations of state or to substantially reduce the
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Figure 1. Couplings(ratios) of deltas with σ and ω mesons. The shaded area indicates the range of values
suggested by the analyses of scattering data, see [22].
phase space of the parameters of the models. Considering hyperons for instance, while in relativistic
mean field models the free parameters can be tuned to fulfill the observational limit (see for instance
[8]), in more realistic calculations based in microscopic nucleon-nucleon interactions the appearance
of hyperons is accompanied by a strong softening of the equation of state which leads to maximum
masses much below 2M [9–11]: the so called “hyperon puzzle” stems from the difficulties in ful-
filling the astrophysical limits and, at the same time, to account for the formation of hyperons which,
being only slightly heavier than the nucleons, should form at large densities. A possible way out is
that the nucleonic equation of state is so stiff that even for the 2M star the central density is below the
threshold for the appearance of hyperons: a possible example has been given in [12] where at 3.5n0
(where n0 is the saturation density) a mass of 2.09M is obtained and hyperons are not yet formed (for
a specific choice of the ΛNN potential). If larger masses will be measured in the future, one possible
candidate being the 2.4M of Ref. [13], this kind of solution probably could not work anymore and
the hyperon puzzle would be strengthened.
Measurements of neutron stars radii would be extremely useful for constraining the equation of
state but it is clearly very hard to precise measure the radius of an object with a size of the order of
10 km and which is kpc far from us. Indeed all measurements of radii are affected by systematic
uncertainties concerning the modeling of the surface temperature of the star and its atmosphere. Ob-
servations of quiescent low-mass X-ray binaries for instance lead to conclude that stars with radii of
the order of 9.5 km exist in Ref.[14, 15]. A different analysis of the same stellar objects provided
values close to 12 km [16]. Similarly, a radius larger than 11.1 km has been inferred in [17] for the
millisecond pulsar PSRJ0437-4715, assuming that its mass is of 1.76M. While large radii, R ∼ 14km
for the canonical mass would imply a stiff equation of state and therefore small central densities, small
radii, R ∼ 11km, imply a soft equation of state and therefore a large central density (see for instance
[18]). Clearly a precise measurement of a radius would be important to clarify whether the formation
of hyperons really represents a puzzle for the physics of neutron stars.
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Figure 2. Thresholds densities of Δ− and Λ as functions of L for two choices of the coupling xωΔ.
Besides hyperons, also delta isobars have a mass enough close to the nucleon mass that they could
possibly form in the center of neutron stars causing a softening of the equation of state. As found in
Refs.[19, 20] within the framework of quantum hadrodynamics, the formation of deltas in beta-stable
matter is regulated by the strength of the coupling of the baryons with the ρ meson which in turn is
connected with the symmetry energy and its density dependence. The recent experimental constraints
on the symmetry energy and its density derivative, the L parameter [21], suggested to reconsider the
role of delta isobars in neutron stars in Ref. [22]. We will review in the following the main results
concerning the formation of delta isobars in neutron stars and we will discuss how to reconcile the
precise measurements of high masses and the hints of small radii within a scenario of two coexisting
families of compact stars.
2 Equation of state for Δ isobars
We work within a relativistic mean field model parametrization recently proposed in Ref.[23]. When
including deltas, three free parameters must be fixed which correspond to the ratios of the couplings of
the deltas and the nucleons with the mesons: xσΔ, xωΔ, xρΔ. The most natural choice, given the flavor
composition of deltas, is the universal coupling choice which consists in assuming xσΔ = xωΔ = xρΔ =
1. There have been many theoretical and experimental studies on the excitations of delta resonances
in nuclear matter by means of electron and pion scattering and photoabsorption processes [24–30]. A
general conclusion one can draw from these studies is that these particles feel, in the nuclear medium,
a non-relativistic binding potential larger than the the nucleon’s one, of the order of 30 MeV larger.
When working within a relativistic mean field model, as in [24], this translates into values of xωΔ
10-20 % smaller than xσΔ. We display in Fig.1, the constraints on the values of these couplings.
Unfortunately, we do not have any information on xρΔ that will be therefore fixed to 1.
With this setup one can now study the thresholds for the appearance of deltas in beta-stable matter.
In Ref. [19], for the case of universal couplings, it has been shown that deltas would appear at densities
much too high to be reached in the core of neutron stars. As shown in Ref.[22], this result is basically
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related to the large value of L which in the Glendenning’s parametrizations is of the order of 80 MeV
thus larger than the recent estimates of Ref. [21] where the maximum allowed value of L is of 62
MeV. Only by fixing the couplings with the ρ meson to zero, deltas could appear but then the value of
the symmetry energy would be too low [19]. By use of a simple toy-model one can easily show the
correlation between L and the thresholds of deltas: we use the parametrization GM3 [31] but we add a
density dependence in the coupling to the ρmeson. A typical form factor for such a density dependent
coupling is given by gρ(n) = gρ(n0)e
−a(n/n0−1) [32]. By varying a it is possible to vary L and to study
then how the thresholds of deltas and hyperons are modified. Results are shown in Fig.2 for Δ− and
Λ which are the most relevant heavy baryons in beta stable matter. The continuous lines correspond
to the case of universal couplings while the dashed lines to the case in which xωΔ is suppressed with
respect to xσΔ as indicated by the scattering data. In the most unfavorable case for deltas, i.e. xωΔ = 1
and L equal to the maximum allowed value, the deltas would appear at a density of ∼ 0.45 fm−3 only
slightly larger than the density for the formation of Λ. In the most favorable case, i.e. xωΔ = 0.9 and
L equal to the minimum allowed value, the delta would appear at a density close to 2n0 while the Λ
at a density of ∼ 0.55 fm−3. Clearly in all cases, deltas form in beta-stable matter at densities which
are easily reached in neutron stars. In the case of the equation of state that will be adopted in the
following, the SFHo parametrization of [23], L ∼ 47 MeV, and indeed deltas appear before hyperons
as shown in [22]. Including these additional degrees of freedom in the equations of state is therefore
necessary when modeling neutron stars and in turn this could lead to a "delta isobars puzzle” similar
to the "hyperon puzzle”.
3 Properties of compact stars
For the following discussion we fix the couplings xσΔ = xρΔ = 1 and ωΔ = 0.9 and for the hyperons
we use the same couplings as in [33]. In Fig.3 we show the corresponding mass radius relations (both
the gravitational and the baryonic mass). The softening caused by the appearance of new baryons
leads to a maximum mass, in this case, of about 1.6M thus non compatible with the 2M limit. Even
artificially excluding hyperons from the equation of state, as found in [22], does not solve the problem
because the appearance of deltas is already enough to reduce the maximum mass below the observed
value. It is interesting to notice that the stars with masses between 1.4 and 1.6M have radii within
10.5 − 11.5 km thus compatible with the small radii inferred in [15], see also [34]. The question is
clearly: what type of matter composes the high masses stars and how are they formed? Quark stars
represent a viable, although highly uncertain possibility: perturbative QCD calculations have indeed
shown that those stellar objects could have masses up to 2.75M [35–39]. We display in Fig.3 an
example, QS1, taken from [40]. Quark star matter is very rich in strangeness, indeed almost 1/3 of
this matter is strange, and therefore to form this matter from hadronic matter it is necessary to have an
initial seed of strangeness. Hyperons, when they start to form in the center of hadronic stars, constitute
the way strange quark matter can be nucleated as extensively studied in previous works on quantum
and thermal nucleation [41–46]. A shown in Fig.3 stars containing hyperons can then convert into
quark stars (see the green arrows). In the left panel of the figure, the red point labels the hadronic star
configuration, in particular its baryonic mass and radius, for which hyperons start to form in the center
of the star. Taking the same baryonic mass on the quark stars branch, the blue point, the gravitational
mass of the quark star is smaller than the one of the initial hadronic star and it is thus energetically
convenient to convert the hadronic star. Notice that, in this case, the final quark star configuration has
a smaller radius than the one of the hadronic star. Stellar hadronic configurations below the red point
cannot convert because they are composed only by nucleons and deltas, for those cases the nucleation
time would be infinite. On the other hand, above the red point, all hadronic stars are metastable
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including the maximum mass configuration indicated in the right panel by the red point. Also in this
case, on the quark stars branch the star with the same number of baryons has a smaller gravitational
mass and the conversion occurs. At variance with the previous case, the final quark star configuration
has a radius larger than the one of the hadronic star progenitor.
The process of conversion of a hadronic star into a quark star has been considered in many works,
see for instance [40, 47–52]. Remarkably, the velocity of conversion is so high that in many stud-
ies, including detailed three-dimensional numerical simulations [52], almost the whole hadronic star
is converted within a few milliseconds. Moreover, since the energy released in such a process is of
the order of 1052 erg, it is clear that a similar event would provide very strong neutrino and electro-
magnetic signals, possibly connected with supernovae and gamma-ray-bursts [40, 42, 53–55]. An
interesting outcome of Refs.[40, 49, 52], is that the hydrodynamical combustion stops before the star
is completely converted and in some cases few tenths of the initial mass remain unburnt. The sub-
sequent conversion, driven most likely by neutrons and strange quarks diffusion across the interface
separating the two phases, releases the rest of the combustion energy on a longer time scale. A detailed
study on this possibility is in progress.
Within the scenario above discussed based on the coexistence of hadronic stars and quark stars a
very important issue must be addressed: there is no clear evidence of strangelets in cosmic rays. On
the other hand, if quark stars do exist it is conceivable that quark stars mergers could occur which then
would eject strange quark matter nuggets, similarly to the heavy nuclei which are probably formed
during these processes. These strangelets would also possibly convert all neutron stars into quark
stars and therefore only one family would actually exist [56]. The process of fragmentation of strange
quark matter is largely unknown due to the many uncertainties on the quark matter equation of state,
it is possible that even if strange quark matter is ejected, a negligible amount of matter fragments into
strangelets [57]. Another possibility has been put forward in [58] where for the first time, strange
stars merger simulations have been performed. For values of the total mass of the binary system
larger than about 3M a prompt collapse to a black hole is obtained, without a preceding formation
of an accretion disk around the black hole. In such cases the mass ejected could be vanishing. In our
scenario of two coexisting families of compact stars, quark stars are high mass stars, and therefore the
strangelet pollution problem could possibly be solved if prompt collapses occur in their mergers.
4 Conclusions
We have considered the problem of formation of baryons heavier than the nucleon in neutron star
matter. While a huge literature is available for what concerns hyperons, little has be done regarding
the formation of delta isobars. We have shown that the formation of these particles in beta-stable
matter is strongly correlated with the density dependence of the symmetry energy, and in particular
on the value of the L parameter. The small values of L indicated by recent analyses imply also small
critical densities for the formation of deltas. Besides the hyperon puzzle also a delta isobars puzzle
could exist which stems from the impossibility of reaching the 2M limit when these baryons are
included in the equation of state. On the other hand, while not so massive, those hadronic stars
could be quite compact, with radii below ∼ 10.5 km. Such compact configurations would agree with
recent analyses of quiescent low mass X-ray binaries although caution is needed because of the many
uncertainties in extracting the radii of compact stars. What is then the composition of massive compact
stars? We propose that those stellar objects are quark stars. The two families of compact stars, light
and compact hadronic stars and large and heavy quark stars, are connected by conversion processes
between the two type of stars which occur if hyperons are present in the hadronic star progenitor. Our
proposal could be strengthened if even more massive compact stars will be discovered in the future
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Figure 3. Gravitational mass and baryonic mass as functions of the radius for hadronic stars with and without
deltas and for quark stars. The horizontal and vertical lines allow to compare the gravitational mass of hadronic
and quark stars at a fixed value of baryonic mass. The green arrows begin with the hadronic star corresponding
to the appearance of hyperons (left panel) and the maximum mass and end at the corresponding quark star
configuration. Notice that while in the first case the final configuration has a radius smaller than the initial
hadronic configuration, the opposite is realised in the second case.
but the crucial measurement would be a precise determination of the radius of a compact star. Small
radii, if confirmed, imply a soft equation of state which in turn leads to the formation of hyperons and
deltas and a sizable reduction of the maximum mass. On the other hand, if the canonical 1.4M has
a radius larger than about 14km, it implies that the hadronic equation of state is stiff at large densities
and even the maximum mass configuration could be composed by just nucleon because its central
density is smaller than the thresholds of hyperons and deltas. A phase transition to quark matter could
still occur at large densities, as proposed in [59], leading to a third family branch of hybrid stars with
masses close to 2M. Testing this scenario, which is very much different with respect to ours, would
require precise measurements of the radii of the most massive stars.
G.P. acknowledges financial support from the Italian Ministry of Research through the program
“Rita Levi Montalcini”.
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